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We would like to start by thanking the Environmental Advisory Council and the Province of 

Prince Edward Island for the opportunity to provide input into the creation of a new Water Act. 

We fully support the Province’s goal to protect the quality and quantity of the Island’s water to 

ensure that our water supply is healthy and sustainable now and into the future. We fully support 

efforts to address all of the issues related to water in one comprehensive Act. Perhaps the single 

greatest environment concern across Prince Edward Island at present is the protection of our vital 

ground water resources. 

 

Kensington – Site and Situation 
 

Kensington, with a population of just over 1500 people is centrally located in Eastern Prince 

County between Malpeque Bay and New London Bay. It comprises part of the Kensington North 

Watersheds Association geographical area. The Kensington North Watershed Association area 

(Kensington North) is situated on the north shore of Prince Edward Island between Malpeque 

Bay on the west and New London Bay on the east. The Kensington North area straddles the 

boundary between Prince County and Queens County covering all of Lot 18 and parts of Lots 19, 

20 and 21. Two municipalities are situated within the Kensington North area: the Town of 

Kensington and the Community of Malpeque Bay and together they cover nearly 49% of the 

total area of the watershed while the remainder is unincorporated.  

 

The Townʼs water supply is provided by four wells. Most properties within the Town are now 

connected to the central water supply system. Additional areas and connections have been added 

in recent years. All water supplied goes to a central location where flow is monitored and all 

supply is disinfected with chlorine. A 300,000 gallon water tower is located at the top of Gerald 

McCarville Drive. The Town has purchased a 75 acre property where the four wells are located 

in order to provide increased protection of its water supply. There is currently no comprehensive 



Wellfield Protection Plan in place, however the Town continues to work towards its development 

in consultation with the Kensington North Watershed Association and the Province of PEI. 

 

Water Management and Land Use 
 

It is well recognized that water management and land use are issues directly tied to one another. 

A large area of the Province is not covered by any land use policy whatsoever. Only 10 percent 

of the Province is adequately controlled through the provision of an Official Plans and a 

Development Control Bylaw. Such an unregulated environment has the potential to significantly 

impact water quality.  

 

Recommendation 1 – That the Province of PEI move forward with the full incorporation of 

the Island with sustainable municipal units allowing land use planning and development 

control adequate to protect the environment including water resources.  

 

Rates of Withdrawal 
 

The Town of Kensington consistently tracks the rate of withdrawal of water from its wellfield. 

We suggest that this information facilitates the management of local water resources in the most 

effective manner possible and allows the Town to quickly and adequately address any issues 

surrounding water use. 

 

Recommendation 2 – That the Province of PEI mandate through the Water Act that all 

municipalities on the Island be required to regularly track and report withdrawal rates from 

their wellfields to allow for the effective management of water resources. 

 

Oil Tank Regulations 
 

It has come to the attention of the Town that, under current legislation, oil storage tanks with a 

capacity greater than 2200 litres are widely unregulated and do not require any inspection or 

certification. Locally, the Kensington Intermediate High School property sits directly upstream 



of the Town’s wellfield and contains two sizeable petroleum storage tanks (one above ground 

diesel and another below ground furnace oil) which, to our knowledge remain unregulated and 

not subject to oversight. This creates a serious safety concern around the Town’s water supply as 

the tanks sit directly within the wellfield’s zone of influence. The underground storage tank does 

not have any above ground plaque or sticker indicating inspection or certification. This apparent 

lack of regulation poses significant risk of contamination to our wellfield. 

 

Recommendation 3 – That the Province of Prince Edward Island modify petroleum storage 

regulations to require appropriate standards and safety inspections of all existing (no 

“grandfathering”) and new petroleum storage tanks; and further that all petroleum storage 

tanks, especially those in proximity to domestic water supplies, be appropriately outfitted with 

leak detection systems including, but not necessarily limited to, metering mechanisms such 

that differences can be monitored between amounts deposited and withdrawn to allow the 

early detection of leaks similar to that of commercial service stations. 

 

Public Awareness and Education  
 

In the summers of 2014 and 2015 the Town of Kensington in partnership with the Kensington 

North created the Kensington Water Management Committee, which then embarked on a project 

to develop a water conservation strategy for the Town. As we know, PEI, unlike most 

jurisdictions, gets 100 percent of its domestic water from groundwater sources. Our status as an 

Island extends beyond just land – we also sit on a “lens” of fresh water, surrounded by 

undrinkable salt water. The need for PEI to use water wisely is extremely important, as our water 

resources, even though they are renewed with rain from our maritime climate, are not 

inexhaustible. PEI is the most densely populated province, which adds additional pressure on all 

sectors to use water wisely.    

 

As work progressed on this project it became apparent that water safety should be considered 

equally important to water conservation. Unlike most urban areas in Canada, drinking water is 

drawn from wells near urban areas, not from large reservoirs that are sometimes many miles 



away in seclusion. The need to protect the land in the immediate vicinity of the high capacity 

wells that service our residents became a critical component of this project work.  

 

Our modern lifestyles occasionally produce excessive hazards to these nearby wells. Gasoline for 

garden equipment and other small engines is stored on most properties. This gas, and other 

petroleum products, are sometimes improperly stored, and present a hazard to groundwater, as 

does a host of other products, such as paints, solvents, house and garden pesticides, to name but a 

few of the obvious threats.  

 

The products that are found in and around residences are also found in industrial areas, in greater 

quantities. Industry often is subject to government inspection to assure that regulations pertaining 

to hazardous materials are being properly followed. Occasionally there are situations or products 

that are missed by regulation. Residences, industry, and institutions all carry important 

responsibility regarding the safety of our groundwater.  

 

In the summer of 2015, several households in the Town of Kensington were surveyed by 

Kensington Water Management Committee staff and volunteers. These discussions were very 

productive, as residents learned household strategies for conserving water and the proper 

disposal and storage of hazardous waste. The watershed staff and volunteers learned what was 

most important to residents, and what sort of information is needed the most.  

 

This small, achievable project identified the need and importance of public awareness and 

education as it relates to water conservation, water safety and overall good water management, 

especially in those areas in close proximity to domestic water supplies. 

 

Recommendation 4 – That the Province of PEI, due to the proximity of human activity to 

wellfields all across the province, immediately move forward with a heightened campaign of 

public awareness on water conservation, water safety and responsible water management 

through the Department of Communities, Land and Environment.   

                      

 



 

 

 

Water Conservation in Government Owned Facilities 
 

From a local context the Kensington Intermediate Senior High School is one of the largest users 

of water in the Town, using approximately 1.3 million litres of water on an annual basis. 

Significant opportunity exists on a provincial level to reduce the volume of water utilized within 

the educational system through the installation of water efficient fixtures. It is our belief that 

promoting water conservation and water safety within the wider educational and provincial 

system can provide significant benefits. In addition to associated financial savings, implementing 

water management strategies within the school system provides an opportunity to show and 

instill in youth the importance of reduced water use and water safety. 

 

Water Conservation in Government Owned Facilities 
 

From a local context the Kensington Intermediate Senior High School is one of the largest users 

of water in the Town, using approximately 1.3 million litres of water on an annual basis. 

Significant opportunity exists on a provincial level to reduce the volume of water utilized within 

the educational system through the installation of water efficient fixtures. It is our belief that 

promoting water conservation and water safety within the wider educational and provincial 

system can provide significant benefits. In addition to associated financial savings, implementing 

water management strategies within the school system provides an opportunity to show and 

instill in youth the importance of reduced water use and water safety. 

Recommendation 5 - That the Province of PEI mandate, through the Water Act, a 

requirement for schools to systematically install low flow fixtures and other water 

conservation measures in all schools across the Island. 

 

Infrastructure Funding  
 



We believe that reliable access to high quality drinking water is crucial to building strong, 

healthy communities and local economies. Municipalities require effective water infrastructure 

to support families and businesses while growing sustainably. The need for investment in water 

infrastructure continues to far outpace the amount of funding that is available. Municipalities on 

PEI are faced with drastic funding inequities which make it extremely difficult to effectively 

manage its infrastructure including clean water access.    

 

Recommendation 6 – That the Province of PEI provide increased funding opportunities and a 

regulatory framework that allows municipalities to effectively deal with water management 

issues and facilitates greater local responsibility for clean water and sewage disposal.             

 

 

On behalf of the Town of Kensington and the Kensington Water Management Committee, I 

would like to thank the Environmental Advisory Council for this opportunity to present these 

issues and recommendations. We understand the daunting task in front of the Council as you 

move forward in your deliberations on the creation of a new Water Act for PEI. We wish you 

success! 

I am pleased to provide any further information the Council may require. 

 

Mayor Rowan Caseley 

Town of Kensington     

  

           

 


